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Abstract

Holographic volume gratings, which are 

usually made by two-/mult-beam 

interference, are known for their 

wavelength and angle sensitivities. 

Because of that, they can be designed to 

work as angular stop filters. In this 

example, following the work of Bang et 

al., construct volume gratings, analyze 

the angular sensitivities of them, and then 

use one of the grating as a angular filter 

in a beam-splitting DOE system. The 

supression of the undesired higher 

diffraction orders are shown in the 

simulation.
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Modeling Task
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design 

orders

higher order

higher order

input field
- wavelength λ = 532 nm

- fundamental Gaussian

- waist radius 200 µm

beam-splitting DOE
- one beam to 2×2 beams 

- four-level structure

- fused silica
(top view)

... ...

DOE

input 

field

holographic volume grating
- thickness 2mm / 50µm

- constructing angles ± 5° / ± 10°

- refractive index modulation 
0.0035 / 0.017

On the holographic volume grating, we show 
- how to analysis its angular sensitivity, and 

- how to use it as an angular filter in e.g. a DOE beam-

splitting system to get rid of the undesired higher diffraction 

orders.

volume grating parameters from K. Bang, et al., Opt. Lett. 44, 2133-2136 (2019)



Grating Angular Transmittance Analysis (5° Design)
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transmittance vs angle

reflectance vs angle

input field
- wavelength λ = 532 nm

- plane wave

- incidence angle 
from -10 to +10°

volume grating
- thickness 2 mm

- constructing angle ± 5°

- refractive index 
modulation 0.0035

The FMM / RCWA is used to calculate 

the transmittance and reflectance of 

the holographic volume grating.



Grating Angular Transmittance Analysis (10° Design)
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transmittance vs angle

reflectance vs angle

input field
- wavelength λ = 532 nm

- plane wave

- incidence angle 
from -20 to +20°

volume grating
- thickness 50µm

- constructing angle ± 10°

- refractive index 
modulation 0.017

The FMM / RCWA is used to calculate 

the transmittance and reflectance of 

the holographic volume grating.



Original Beam-Splitting DOE System
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input field
- wavelength λ = 532 nm

- fundamental Gaussian

- waist radius 200 µm

beam-splitting DOE
- one beam to 2×2 beams 

- four-level structure

- fused silica
(top view)

design 

orders

higher order 

(undesired)



Angular Filtering Effect of Volume Grating
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input field
- wavelength λ = 532 nm

- fundamental Gaussian

- waist radius 200 µm

design 

orders

higher orders 

effectively 

supressed 

......

holographic volume grating
- thickness 50µm

- constructing angles ± 10°

- refractive index modulation 0.017

DOE



Angular Filtering Effect of Volume Grating
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input field
- wavelength λ = 532 nm

- fundamental Gaussian

- waist radius 200 µm

design 

orders

higher orders 

effectively 

supressed ......
holographic volume grating
- thickness 50µm

- constructing angles ± 10°

- refractive index modulation 0.017

DOE

The specially designed angular 

response help supress certain 

diffraction orders ar 

corresponding angles.transmittance vs 

incidence angle
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Note on Simulation Settings

• FMM / RCWA simulation setting

− The refractive index of the holohraphic 

volume grating, in this example, varies 

only along the z-axis, but there is no 

transverse variation. 

− For such cases, there is no need to 

expand the electromagnetic field into 

multiple spatial frequency components 

in the FMM / RCWA calculation. 

... ...

holograpic volume 
grating in this example

The number of spatial 

frequencies is set to 3, the 

allowed minimum value in 

the FMM calculation.



Peek into VirtualLab Fusion
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configuration of volume gratings

convenient inclusion of 

e.g. the volume grating 

into general system for 

further investigation
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Workflow in VirtualLab Fusion

• Construct grating structures using special media

− Configuration of Grating Structures by Using Special Media
[Use Case]

• Rigorous analysis of holographic volume gratings

− Rigorous Simulation of Holographic Generated Volume 

Grating [Use Case]

• Grating modeling within complex system

− Modeling of Gratings within Optical System - Discussion at 

Examples [Use Case]

https://www.lighttrans.com/index.php?id=534
https://www.lighttrans.com/index.php?id=258
https://www.lighttrans.com/index.php?id=2162


VirtualLab Fusion Technologies
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free 

space prisms, 

plates, 
cubes, ...

lenses & 

freeforms

apertures & 

boundaries

gratings

diffractive, 

Fresnel, meta 
lenses

HOE, CGH, 

DOE
micro lens & 

freeform 
arrays

SLM & 

adaptive 
components

diffractive 

beam 
splitters

diffusers

scatterer

waveguides 

& fibers

crystals & 

anisotropic 
components

nonlinear 

components

Field 

Solver

1

3

... ...

2

1 1

2
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